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Description

CITATION TO PRIOR APPLICATION

[0001] This is a continuation application with respect to U.S. Application, Serial No. 10/614,748, filed 07 July 2003
from which priority is claimed under 35 U.S.C. §120 and under provisions of the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention.

[0002] The present invention is directed towards a method and apparatus for providing a safe, precise, and cost-
effective storage tank leak detection system; and more particularly, to a method and apparatus wherein the containment
integrity of a storage tank is determined by mass measurements of the stored product. 2. Background Information.
[0003] Storage tanks play a vital role in today’s economy. The economy, on a global scale, depends on the proper
function of these tanks as they are prevalent in several industries and virtually every geographical region in the world.
In light of the vital role these storage tanks play, the integrity of the tanks is placed at a premium. That is, storage tank
owners are willing to invest huge sums of money in both the maintenance and inspection of such tanks.
[0004] These tanks come in all shapes and sizes, are found both below and above ground, and are used to store a
wide-range of materials. Storage tank capacities range from hundreds to millions of gallons and are used to store a
staggering assortment of products; these storage tanks are commonly used to store hazardous material.
[0005] As one could imagine, there is a wide range of problems associated with maintaining storage tank integrity,
particularly with above ground storage tanks. Given the enormous dimensions of above ground tanks, the corrosive
products contained within the tanks, the incredible mass of the stored product, and the extreme weather conditions the
tanks are subjected to; it is plain to see that above ground storage tank leaks are an all-to-common problem. Using the
United States Environmental Protection Agency leak detection threshold criteria of .05 gallons per hour in a 10,000-
gallon underground tank, that threshold would equate to a 15 gallon per hour detection level in an 80,000 barrel above
ground tank. Given the limited number of systems capable of meeting the EPA’s underground storage tank leak detection
threshold and the added difficulties associated with above ground tanks, the difficulty in protecting against and detecting
leaks is easily seen.
[0006] However, the recognized difficulty in preventing storage tank leaks does not mitigate the duties or liabilities
imposed on responsible parties. Tremendous environmental and economic consequences and the threat of litigation
and clean up costs associated with storage tank leaks force responsible parties to invest large sums of money in the
maintenance and inspection of the tanks. Tank inspections are costly with respect to the amount of money spent, the
danger presented to the inspectors and the environment, and production downtime. In fact, these inspections often
remove a tank from service for more than one month. The threat of liability also forces responsible parties to spend
money unnecessarily for the maintenance of these tanks. Moreover, liability does not end with litigation and clean-up costs.
[0007] Currently, responsible parties are, in some countries, being incarcerated as a direct result of storage tanks
leaks. These leaks have contaminated surrounding ground water, some of which serves as drinking water for local
residents. As such, the facilities associated with such incidents have been shutdown until compliance with emissions
regulations can be established beyond reasonable doubt. Such proof, in turn, is dependent on proof of reliable and
sufficiently accurate detection systems and methods for proving such compliance. Each day the shuttered facilities
remain inoperative adds to an already tremendous amount of money lost.
[0008] Prior to the present invention (to be described in detail hereafter), there are simply no known systems or methods
by which the leak detection requirements can be met. Presently available leak detection systems lack detection thresholds
low enough to detect leaks down to permissible upper leakage limits for above ground storage tanks.
[0009] Clearly, for the reasons set forth above, there is a dire and immediate need for the ability to determine, with
far more precision than presently possible through use of presently available systems and methods, the presence and
degree of leakage from above ground storage tanks, at least to the extent of proving compliance with applicable storage
tank leakage regulations or statutes.

Comparison with Known Technologies in the Field

[0010] Storage tank leak detection systems are known in the art; as disclosed in documents US4862733 and
US5201212A1 however, these products are fraught with problems. The present systems are imprecise, or provide
erroneous data for any or all of reasons including: the consistency of the soil acting as the tank’s foundation, the
temperature stratification of the in-tank product, extraneous noise sources, thermal expansion of the tank’s contents,
water table level, previous soil contamination, and/or tank shell dynamics.
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[0011] Further, some detection devices can only be used when the storage tank is empty, and no known system or
method ensures a comprehensive inspection of the tank. The most common form of such a system is Avacuum box
testing; @ however, this system is intended only for weld joints and is not usually applied to the entire tank bottom.
Magnetic flux floor scanning is also used, but is not effective at examining the area of the floor surface close to the
surface walls or where there are physical obstructions. Ultrasonic detection is used, but this is only effective for small
areas of the surface. Gas detection is also used, but the types of materials stored in the tank can obstruct this method.
[0012] Other common leak detection systems employ a level sensor. However, even large volume changes produce
only small level changes, as the cross-sectional area of the liquid surface in these tanks is very large. This, combined
with differential expansion and temperature change of the stored liquid and its vapor, make this type of detection system
inconsistent and very nearly worthless.
[0013] Finally, mass measurement detection systems are known in the art. However, the presently available systems
and associated methods are not capable of the precision, which is indicated above as crucial at the present time (and
which, as described below, is afforded by the systems and methods of the present invention). Present mass measurement
leak detection systems in the art are limited by tank shell variations resulting from temperature effects on tank shell
plating. As such, known mass measurement detection systems are only sensitive enough to be used in smaller tanks,
typically underground storage tanks. However, as will be seen in the specification to follow, the present invention over-
comes tank shell variations and other shortcomings of presently known technology in this field through data collection
and data correction apparatus, techniques and interpretation.
[0014] In light of the severe consequences of failing to detect significant storage tank leaks, presently not detectable
through use of known systems or methods, there is a compelling need for a system and method by which one can detect
very small leaks even in very large tanks, ideally in a safe and cost effective manner.
[0015] It would well serve those who are responsible for maintaining storage tank integrity to provide a safe, precise,
and cost-effective detection system that does not depend on independent variables such as fluid temperature, fluid
stratification, or tank stabilization, and may be used in an efficient manner thereby preserving industrial and environmental
resources.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

[0016] In view of the foregoing, it is an object of the present invention to provide a storage tank leak detection apparatus
with a very low detection threshold that may be used in an efficient manner thereby preserving industrial and environmental
resources.
[0017] It is another object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for safe storage tank leak detection
[0018] It is another object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for precise storage tank leak detection
[0019] It is another object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for cost-effective storage tank leak detection
[0020] It is another object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for non-intrusive storage tank leak detection
[0021] It is another object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for storage tank leak detection where the
contents of the storage tank do not have to be removed
[0022] It is another object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for storage tank leak detection where no
chemical additives are involved
[0023] It is another object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for immediate storage tank leak detection
[0024] It is another object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for conclusive storage tank leak detection
[0025] It is another object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for quantitative storage tank leak detection
[0026] It is another object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for storage tank leak detection that does
not depend on fluid temperature changes
[0027] It is another object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for storage tank leak detection that does
not depend on fluid stratification
[0028] It is another object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for storage tank leak detection that does
not require tank stabilization time
[0029] It is another object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for storage tank leak detection that requires
only minimal tank preparation
[0030] It is another object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for storage tank leak detection that has
been evaluated by an EPA-recognized, independent third party laboratory
[0031] It is another object of the present invention to provide a method with a very low detection threshold that may
be used in an efficient manner thereby preserving industrial and environmental resources.
[0032] It is another object of the present invention to provide a method for safe storage tank leak detection
[0033] It is another object of the present invention to provide a method for precise storage tank leak detection
[0034] It is another object of the present invention to provide a method for cost-effective storage tank leak detection
[0035] It is another object of the present invention to provide a method for non-intrusive storage tank leak detection
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[0036] It is another object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for storage tank leak detection where the
contents of the storage tank do not have to be removed
[0037] It is another object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for storage tank leak detection where no
chemical additives are involved
[0038] It is another object of the present invention to provide a method for immediate storage tank leak detection
[0039] It is another object of the present invention to provide a method for conclusive storage tank leak detection
[0040] It is another object of the present invention to provide a method for quantitative storage tank leak detection
[0041] It is another object of the present invention to provide a method for storage tank leak detection that does not
depend on fluid temperature changes
[0042] It is another object of the present invention to provide a method for storage tank leak detection that does not
depend on fluid stratification
[0043] It is another object of the present invention to provide a method for storage tank leak detection that does not
require tank stabilization time
[0044] It is another object of the present invention to provide a method for storage tank leak detection that requires
only minimal tank preparation
[0045] It is yet another object of the present invention to provide a method for storage tank leak detection that has
been evaluated by an EPA-recognized, independent third party laboratory.
[0046] The present invention provides a safe, extremely precise, and cost-effective solution to the problems mentioned
above. Test results associated with the present invention provide an accurate determination of containment integrity,
and in the event of leakage, a precise volumetric leak rate. The present invention is not restricted by fluid type, fluid
temperature, fluid level, or tank size.
[0047] Distinguished from products know in the art, the present invention provides an intrinsically safe detection
system. The leak detection system of the present invention uses a sufficiently low wattage (as established in the National
Electric Code) so that the components of the system may be placed within the class I area of the tank. In fact, the present
invention provides for leak detection system components to be placed within the storage tank. As will be described in
the specification to follow, placement of leak detection components in the tank used in combination with system control
techniques and data correction software, provide for precision not possible with products known in the art.
[0048] Further, no physical inspection of the tanks is required for practice of the present system. As such, there is no
need to drain, clean, or enter the tank. With no need for physical inspection, neither inspectors nor the environment are
exposed to the contents of the tank. With no need to drain the storage tank, practice of the present invention does not
produce hazardous by-products associated with the draining/cleaning process, and danger from transport and storage
of the drained product is avoided. Finally, the systems and methods of the present invention do not require chemical
additives to be mixed with the tank contents. As such, incidental spills and leaks are avoided altogether.
[0049] Practice of the present invention is cost effective. Tank structure or the foundation and surrounding soil are not
disturbed, as such; set-up time and capital investment costs are minimized. The present invention is non-intrusive and
does not require manual inspection of the tank. Therefore, operation of the tank is not hindered, so there is no production
downtime. There is no cost related to the handling, transport, disposal, or storage of removed hazardous material. Finally,
testing can be accomplished simultaneously to further reduce the total time involved and rapidly identify problem areas.
[0050] The determinative feature of mass measurement leak detection systems is the sensitivity of the apparatus.
That is, the lower the leak detection threshold level of a device, the more effective it will be at detecting leaks. The
present invention, by employing a combination of techniques and components not known in the art, provides a leak
detection threshold that is much lower than any known device. Most importantly, the system of the present invention
provides for placing mass measuring components within the actual storage tank, thereby eliminating extraneous noise
associated with bubbler units required by other products in the art. The system secures the mass measuring components
within a vacuum and holds the mass measurement component’s temperature constant during the entire measurement
process. Further, the system corrects errors in the data attributed to storage tank shell dynamics and inherent imprecision
in the mass measurement devices. This data correction process will be discussed in detail in the specification to follow.
[0051] As mentioned, tank shell variations limit the effectiveness of presently known mass measurement detection
systems. The systems and methods of the present invention overcome tank shell variations through data collection and
data correction techniques. First, data is collected through use of a quartz crystal type pressure transducer (the speci-
fications and use of this transducer will be explained in more detail in the Detailed Description of the Preferred Embod-
iment). An intrinsically safe remote terminal unit, connected to the pressure transducer, records pressure data over a
period of time (preferably one to five nights). The atmospheric temperature and barometric pressure are recorded and
precisely analyzed to calculate any changes in the mass of the fluid within the tank. This data is regressed to give a line
slope that is converted to a leak rate, usually in gallons per hour.
[0052] Data generated by the transducer is collected on a 24-hour basis. Only data containing a sufficiently low amount
of extraneous noise is analyzed. Such data is usually obtained at nighttime and during fair weather conditions. Also,
data correction software accounts for the coefficient of expansion for any given storage tank. This correction eliminates
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the effect of the sun’s radiant energy on the area of the surface tank, which may adversely affect the mass measurement
of the stored product. The nighttime data is corrected for atmospheric conditions and variations in the tank shell. These
measurements and corrections allow the system to repeatedly achieve the stated accuracy in real world conditions on
a routine basis.
[0053] For even greater precision, the leak detection system of the present invention provides for an independent
barometric measuring means to constantly record the barometric pressure during the data collection process. This
independent barometric pressure measuring means used in combination with data correction software, corrects any
zero drift associated with the individual pressure transducer. That is, this system corrects for the inherent error present
in any transducer when that transducer deviates from its initial calibration.
[0054] Practice of the apparatus involves securing a combination of precise mass measurement components, including
a highly precise quartz crystal type pressure transducer, in a vacuum-sealed canister. This canister is then lowered to
the bottom surface of a storage tank. A differential reference is placed just above a liquid surface. The pressure, measured
at the tank floor ("tank bottom pressure") and atmospheric pressure measured just above the liquid surface, is recorded
by the above-referenced micro sensitive differential pressure transducer, recorded on a real time basis and post processed
using a data analysis routine to accurately calculate any changes in the mass of fluid contained within the tank to
determine if there is a loss. The present system, using the specified transducer, and when used in the manner and with
the data interpretation described herein, is capable of detecting above ground storage tank leaks at a threshold of less
than .9 gallons per hour with a probability of detection of 95 % in a 100,000 barrel tank B far more accurate than possible
with any presently available quantitative leak detection system. This, quantitatively, amounts to detecting pressure
differentials equivalent to less than 1/10,000th inch of water column pressure, a tolerance level necessary to achieve
such detection thresholds.
[0055] The method and apparatus of the present invention provides a safe and effective way to detect very small leaks
in very large tanks. Particularly, the present invention provides a tremendous improvement in accuracy and leak detection
threshold, allowing its users to achieve greater results than presently thought possible.
[0056] Thus, in satisfaction of the above objects, an embodiment of the present invention provides systems and
methods for solving each of the stated problems with presently available storage tank leak detection systems.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

[0057] Annex A is a printout of the computer program source code referred to herein as the RTU program.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram depicting the general layout of the present leak detection system.
Fig. 2 is an elevational, sagital cross sectional view of the canister ("protective enclosure means") of the leak detection
system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0058] In the drawings and the description that follows, referring to figure 1, a preferred embodiment of a storage tank
leak detection system according to the present invention is generally designated as system 10. An embodiment of the
present invention is shown to include a vacuum-sealed canister 12, which houses and protects a plurality of mass
measurement components and system control components. In the preferred embodiment, vacuum-sealed canister 12
is made of a substantially non-corrosive metal (aluminum, for example), however, any material that is corrosion resistant
and offers sufficient protection to the components enclosed is adequate for use with the present invention. Canister 12
is directly immersed in storage tank 60 and rests on storage tank bottom surface 62. Canister 12 further contains vacuum
seal nozzle 14 and transducer high side aperture 20. Vacuum seal nozzle 14 allows communication means to pass from
the inside of the canister to the outside of the canister while maintaining the integrity of the vacuum inside the canister.
Vacuum nozzle 14 further contains barometric pressure measuring means aperture 16 and transducer low side aperture
18.
[0059] At its proximate end canister hose 15 forms a fluid tight seal with vacuum seal nozzle 14. Extending from
vacuum seal nozzle 14, canister hose 15 passes through storage tank top surface recess 64 to an area outside of the
class I region of storage tank 60 (class I region refers to the National Electric Code designated hazardous areas in which
only power wattage levels of less than certain prescribed levels may be introduced). Canister hose 15 serves as a conduit
for communication means extending though vacuum nozzle 14 and as an atmospheric reference in its service as a
barometric pressure measuring means reference hose. Canister hose 15 allows transducer low side aperture 18 and
barometric pressure measuring means aperture 16 to be directly exposed to atmospheric pressure while maintaining a
fluid tight seal with vacuum seal nozzle 14 thereby preserving the integrity of the vacuum of canister 12.
[0060] Contained within vacuum-sealed canister 12 is differential pressure transmitter 22. In the preferred embodiment,
differential pressure transmitter 22 is comprised of a highly precise quartz crystal type pressure transducer 24. Transducer
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24 contains an oscillating quartz crystal and has a resolution of 1x10-8, as known in the industry. Such a unit is available
from Paroscientific, Inc. as Model No. 6015-G. The ultimate resolution achievable with a transducer is limited by its noise
level. System 10 greatly reduces noise thereby increasing the resolution of transmitter 24. In system 10, transmitter 22
has been modified from its original configuration so that it may be directly immersed in storage tank 60. This modification
has eliminated dependence on any bubbler unit (thereby eliminating noise associated with such units) as required by
other products. As will be further described in this section, transducer 24 is held at a constant temperature and secured
in vacuum to further reduce noise.
[0061] Quartz crystal type pressure transducer 24 is further comprised of transducer low side 26. Transducer low side
26 is a differential reference that receives the barometric pressure value at the liquid surface. Transducer low side tube
28 forms an air tight seal at it proximate end with transducer low side 26 and extends though the vacuum of canister 12
where it forms an air tight seal at its distal end at transducer low side aperture 18 of vacuum seal nozzle 14. Transducer
low side tube 28 allows transducer low side 26 to receive the barometric pressure from the reference point at the liquid
surface while allowing canister 12 to remain in vacuum.
[0062] Quartz crystal type pressure transducer 24 is further comprised of transducer high side 30. Quartz crystal type
pressure transducer high side 30 is a pressure reference point, which measures the sum of the barometric and hydrostatic
pressure at tank bottom surface 62. Transducer high side 30 contains a protruding transducer high side tube 32. In the
preferred embodiment, transducer high side tube 32 is filled with a pressure-sensing liquid and extends through transducer
high side aperture 20 where it is ported to the product contained in tank 60. Transducer high side tube 32 is surrounded
by tube fitting 34. In the preferred embodiment, tube fitting 34 slides along high side tube 32 and forms a fluid tight seal
at high side aperture 20. Tube fitting 34 allows high side tube 32 to extend through high side aperture 20 while maintaining
the integrity of the vacuum of canister 12.
[0063] Transducer 24 subtracts the value received at transducer low side 26 from the value received at transducer
high side 30 to arrive at the pressure exerted by the mass of the stored product. Transmitter 22, communicating digitally,
then sends this processed information to data-logging computer 30. This data is transmitted along data transfer means
23. In the preferred embodiment, data transfer means 23 is a standard bus communications cable. However, one could
easily envision a data transfer means such as wireless communication that would work equally as well. Data transfer
means 23 extends from the output of differential pressure transmitter 22 through vacuum seal nozzle 14 and continues,
separated from storage tank’s 60 contents by canister hose 15, to data logging computer 30.
[0064] Also contained within canister 12 is current transmitter 34. Current transmitter 34 serves as a part of a temper-
ature regulation scheme used to keep the contents of canister 12 at a constant temperature during the data gathering
process. Current transmitter 34, in the preferred embodiment, actuates a resistive heater 36 by a simple on/off control
loop. Heat sink 38, acting in combination with current transmitter 34 and resistive heater 36 acts to regulate the temperature
of canister 12. While the above temperature regulating scheme has been described with reference to one embodiment,
one could easily imagine other temperature regulation schemes that would work equally as well. Data transfer means
39 extends from the output of current transmitter 34 through vacuum seal nozzle 14 and continues, separated from
storage tank’s 60 contents by canister hose 15, to data logging computer 30. In the preferred embodiment, data transfer
means 39 is a standard bus communications cable. However, one could easily envision a data transfer means such as
wireless communication that would work equally as well.
[0065] The use of this temperature regulation scheme to hold transmitter 22 at a constant temperature further increases
the precision of the current apparatus. The absolute temperature at which transmitter 22 is maintained is not critical,
rather constancy of temperature affects the integrity of the subject measurements. As a matter of practicality and economy,
temperature of transmitter 22 is maintained, according to the presently preferred mode of the present invention, at a
temperature of approximately 1°F above the ambient temperature of the product (oil or gasoline, for example) in tank
60. If, for example, the product is at 50°F, transmitter 22 is maintained at 51°F, if the product is at 90° F, transmitter 22
is maintained at 91 ° F, and so forth.
[0066] Also contained within canister 12 is barometric pressure measuring means 40. Barometric measuring means
40 serves as an independent reference for true atmospheric pressure. In the preferred embodiment, barometric pressure
measuring means 40 may be any standard barometer that sends signals to be processed by data logging computer 30.
Barometric measuring means 40 is very useful for increasing the precision of system 10. All transducers decrease in
accuracy over time as they lose their calibration with respect to true atmospheric pressure. This is known as zero drift.
However, the present invention employs barometric measuring means 40 to serve as an independent measure of true
atmospheric pressure thereby allowing for data correction over any extended period of time. As will be discussed in this
section, data correction using values taken from barometric pressure measuring means 40 is software based and greatly
increases the precision of the current invention.
[0067] Barometric measuring means tube 42 forms an air tight seal at it proximate end with Barometric measuring
means 40 and extends though the vacuum of canister 12 where it forms an air tight seal at its distal end at barometric
measuring means aperture 16 of vacuum seal nozzle 14. Barometric measuring means tube 42 allows barometric
measuring means 40 to receive the barometric pressure from the reference point at the surface of liquid within storage
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tank 60, while allowing the interior of canister 12 (with transmitter 22 installed therein) to remain in vacuum so as to
substantially eliminate any environmentally-effected variations in instrument performance). Data transfer means 43
extends from the output of barometric pressure measuring means 40 through vacuum seal nozzle 14 and continues,
separated from storage tank’s 60 contents by canister hose 15, to data logging computer 30. In the preferred embodiment,
data transfer means 43 is a standard bus communications cable. However, one could easily envision a data transfer
means such as wireless communication that would work equally as well.
[0068] Although not necessary, remote computer 30 is typically housed in a separate enclosure, such as field unit 50.
In accordance with the described routines to follow and the exemplary computer code depicted in Annex A attached
hereto and incorporated herein by reference, data logging computer processes data received from transmitter 22, current
transmitter 34, resistive heater 36, heat sink 38, and barometric pressure measuring means 40. Data logging computer
30 communicates with remote computer 70 by data transfer means 72.
[0069] The software commences operation with the initialization of data collection at the tank bottom, along with the
atmospheric and environmental conditions. Data is automatically collected via computer controlled programming over
some length of time, preferably 36 to 60 hours. The length of the test is dependent on tank size and site atmospheric
conditions. In the preferred embodiment, data transfer means 72 is a standard bus communications cable. However,
one could easily envision a data transfer means such as wireless communication that would work equally as well.
[0070] As will be discussed and illustrated hereafter, remote computer 70 contains software that performs linear
regressions of data received from data logging computer 30. This regression detects minuscule changes in the mass
of the stored product, thereby indicating the presence of the smallest of leaks. As the compilation of data grows, the
more precise the regression becomes. The post processing module and software of remote computer 70 is independent
of the data-logging computer 30.
[0071] There are two software programs or modules involved with the storage tank leak detection system of the present
invention: The RTU program and the linear regression program.
[0072] The RTU program is performed by data logging computer 30 and is responsible for obtaining (routine 100) and
correcting (routine 200) pressure readings from transmitter 22, controlling the temperature of transmitter 22 (routine
300), calculating adjustments for tank shell expansions (routine 400), obtaining transmitter 22 temperature (routine 500),
and data storage. The data acquired by the RTU program is stored within data-logging computer 30 in non-volatile
memory 31.
[0073] The purpose of the RTU program is to interrogate an intelligent differential pressure transmitter (transmitter
22) via a serial connection. The pressure read from transmitter 22 is the difference in pressure read from transducer low
side 26 and transducer high side 30. That pressure value is modified by two additional variables in order to improve the
accuracy of the reading. The program performs correction of barometric pressure; an analog barometer (such as baro-
metric pressure measuring means 40) provides the signal that is sent to correct transmitter pressure for errors due to
changes in barometric pressure, as measured at the upper surface of the contents of storage tank 60. Also, the program
monitors ambient temperature to compensate for changes in the tank diameter which otherwise would skew the data
interpretation, intended solely to detect variations of contents of storage tank 60 due to leakage. Any change in tank
diameter is accommodated in the calculations of transmitter 22, thus properly attributing substantially all variations in
differential pressure (already corrected for variations in atmospheric pressure, as mentioned above) to variations in the
content of storage tank 60, such as through leakage.
[0074] Routine 100, obtaining pressure readings from transmitter 22, is performed every one minute as follows: at
step 101 a command is sent to transmitter 22 to obtain a new pressure sample, at step 102 a command to wait for the
new sample is sent, at step 103 a command to ask for the new sample is sent. The data is returned as an ASCII psi number.
[0075] Routine 200, adjusting transducer 24 pressure reading according to barometric measuring means 40, is per-
formed as follows: At step 201 the user enters installation parameters reflecting: (1) a predetermined barometric correction
factor which is laboratory-determined for each transmitter 22 to establish, and to later enable calibration of the transmitter
22’s Azero point@; (2) the coefficient of expansion for storage tank 60 (a factor readily calculated by persons reasonably
skilled in the relevant field, applying common materials engineering principles to standards pertaining to storage tank
design and materials); (3) the ambient temperature at the installation site at the time installation (for use in calculating
dimensional variations in tank 60 according to the aforementioned coefficient of expansion; and (4) the specific gravity
of the product contained in storage tank 60. The user will also enter the desired temperature setting for resistive heater 36.
[0076] At step 202 the following calculations are undertaken: 
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where (for the present discussion, although not precisely reflected in the same terms in the appended source code) Hadj
= adjusted or derived head pressure; H = head pressure in water feet (Hpsi x 2.037); Hpsi = head pressure in pounds
per square inch (measured at high side 30 of transmitter 22); B = barometer reading in pounds per square inch; sg =
specific gravity of the content of tank 60; and Bcf = the barometric correction factor. The number 14.5 is a somewhat
arbitrary number which is fairly close to an expected range of actual, measured barometric pressure. This factor is
subtracted from measured barometric pressure in order to reduce certain calculated figures to a smaller, and more
manageable level for later processing (linear regression, etc.) in tracking minute mass differences in storage tank contents.
At step 203 this adjusted or derived pressure data is used to calculate the mass of the product in the tank based on the
tank’s diameter.
[0077] Routine 300, controlling transducer 24 temperature, is performed as follows: at step 301 the digital output to
current transmitter 34 is turned on when the temperature read from analog input of heat sink 38 is 1 degree below the
temperature set point, at step 302 the digital output to current transmitter 34 is turned off when the temperature is 0.1
degree above the set point.
[0078] Routine 400, adjusting the previously derived content mass for tank shell expansion, is performed as follows:
at step 401 the ambient temperature is averaged to obtain a temperature to use in calculating the change in tank diameter,
this calculation requires the coefficient of expansion and the tank diameter to be entered by the user either at startup
(as mentioned previously) or at any time, the result obtained is used to adjust the total mass in the tank for erroneous,
environmentally effected false indications of changes in the content of tank 60, to yield purely leakage related variations
(assuming no intension addition or removal of contents by other means).
[0079] Routine 500, obtaining transducer 24 temperature, is performed as follows: at step 501 a command is sent to
transmitter 22 to obtain a new temperature, at step 502 a command to wait for the temperature reading is sent, at step
503 a command to ask transmitter 22 for the new reading is sent.
[0080] Finally, the RTU program is responsible for data storage. The amount of data storage available will determine
how many days of data are stored for retrieval. One record per minute is stored. The organization of the date is by days.
The record for every minute will include: (1) the tank contents in pounds (as a floating-point number, IEEE 32 bit format),
(2) the barometric pressure (as a x100-16 bit integer), (3) the ambient temperate (as x100-16 bit integer). Other data,
such as previous transducer temperatures, tank diameter, and tank coefficient of expansion, may also be stored as
current data.
[0081] The second software program of the storage tank leak detection system of the claimed invention is the linear
regression program. Remote computer 70 performs this program. Routine 700, linear regression of received data, is
performed as follows: at step 701 the data file created by the RTU program is created and the leak analysis is performed,
at step 702 the data sections are selected for the quality of weather during that particular data section- only nighttime
data are typically used in order to minimize extraneous noise in the analysis, at step 703 a best linear fit is used for data
points in each data section- when the sections of data that represent durations of appropriately low noise level are
included in the best fit data regression, the slope of the best fit line indicates the leak rate. Calculation of the linear
regression and best fit are straightforward and could be performed by common software such as Microsoft Excel.
[0082] It is believed that, while safe and efficient, the present device will obviate significant inconvenience and provide
substantial utility to those who wish to detect leaks in storage tanks. Specifically, the present device will allow very small
leaks to be detected in very large storage tanks in a consistent and cost-effective manner.
[0083] Although the invention has been described with reference to specific embodiments, these are not meant to be
construed in a limited sense. Various modifications of the disclosed embodiments, as well as alternative embodiments
of the invention that fall within the scope of the invention will become apparent to person skilled in the art upon the
reference to the claims.

ANNEX A

[0084]
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Claims

1. An apparatus for detecting leaks in a liquid storage tank comprising:

differential pressure sensor means having a low pressure measurement component and a high pressure meas-
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urement component;
protective enclosure means for protecting said differential pressure sensor means from materials and conditions
when immersed in liquid contents of said storage tank;
said high pressure measurement component being configured for measuring tank bottom pressure within a
liquid in which said enclosure means is immersed;
said low pressure measurement component being configured for receiving data indicative of atmospheric pres-
sure substantially at the surface of said liquid;
barometric pressure measuring means configured for measuring atmospheric pressure substantially at the
surface of said liquid when said protective enclosure means is immersed therein;
barometric pressure and differential pressure calculation means configured for receiving first and second data
reflecting, respectively, said tank bottom pressure and said barometric pressure substantially at said surface
of said liquid, and for adjusting said first data to substantially eliminate variations upon said measurements of
said tank bottom pressure caused solely from atmospheric pressure variations to yield an atmospheric pressure
adjusted tank bottom pressure;
ambient temperature measurement means for measuring ambient temperature near said storage tank;
tank dynamic and barometric pressure adjusted tank bottom pressure calculation means configured for receiving
third data indicative of said atmospheric pressure adjusted tank bottom pressure, for receiving fourth data
indicative of ambient temperature measurements by said ambient temperature measurement means, for re-
ceiving fifth data indicative of expansion characteristics of said storage tank, and for adjusting said third data
with reference to said fourth and fifth data to substantially eliminate variations upon measurements and calcu-
lations of said barometric pressure adjusted tank bottom pressure, caused solely by dimensional changes in
said storage tank resulting from atmospheric temperature variations, to yield a tank dynamic adjusted tank
bottom pressure;
tank content mass calculation means for calculating mass contents of said storage tank substantially based on
said tank dynamic adjusted tank bottom pressure and user input data reflecting physical characteristics of said
contents of said storage tank.

2. Apparatus according to Claim 1, wherein said protective enclosure means is configured for maintaining at least
some components of said apparatus within said protective enclosure means, including said differential pressure
sensor, but excepting said low pressure measurement component and said high pressure measurement component,
in a substantial vacuum.

3. Apparatus according to Claim 1 or 2, further comprising protective enclosure temperature management means
configured for maintaining the temperature of said protective enclosure substantially at a user-specified temperature.

4. Apparatus according to Claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein the barometric pressure sensing means comprise

first barometric pressure measuring means configured for measuring atmospheric pressure substantially at the
surface of said liquid when said protective enclosure means is immersed therein and for communicating such
measurement to said low pressure measurement component of said differential pressure sensor; and
second barometric pressure measuring means configured for measuring atmospheric pressure substantially at
the surface of said liquid when said protective enclosure means is immersed therein;
and wherein said barometric pressure and differential pressure calculation means is configured for receiving
first and second data reflecting, respectively, said tank bottom pressure and said barometric pressure as meas-
ured by said first barometric pressure measuring means and for calculating pressure attributable to liquid content
of said storage tank, and receiving data from said second barometric measuring means and, based thereon,
adjusting said pressure attributable to said contents of said storage tank to substantially eliminate variations
upon said measurements thereof caused solely from atmospheric pressure variations to yield an atmospheric
pressure adjusted tank bottom pressure.

5. Apparatus according to Claim 4, wherein said protective enclosure means is configured for maintaining at least
some components of said apparatus therein, including said differential pressure sensor, but excepting said low
pressure measurement component and said high pressure measurement component, substantially in a vacuum.

6. A method for detecting leaks in a storage tank; comprising the steps of:

selecting apparatus according to any preceding claim,
selecting data storage means for collecting a plurality of mass content data as generated by said tank content
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mass calculation means over a plurality of points in time;
selecting computing means configured for generating a human-perceptible indication of changes in said mass
content data between a plurality of said points in time;
placing said protective enclosure means substantially at a bottom interior surface of said storage tank;
actuating said apparatus; and
observing data indicative of changes in said mass content data attributable to leakage of said storage tank to
detect of such leakage.

7. A method according to Claim 6, further comprising the steps of:

securing all input and outflow orifices of said storage tank before said actuation of said apparatus; and
substantially selectively processing said mass content data which were generated approximately between sunset
and sunrise at an installation site of said system.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung zum Detektieren von Lecks in einem Flüssigkeitsvorratsbehälter, umfassend:

eine Differenzdruckerfassungseinrichtung mit einer Niederdruckmesskomponente und einer Hochdruckmes-
skomponente;
schützende Einhüllmittel zum Schützen der Differenzdruckerfassungseinrichtung vor Materialien und Zustän-
den, wenn diese in flüssigen Inhalt des Vorratsbehälters eingetaucht wird;
wobei die Hochdruckmesskomponente zum Messen eines Behälterbodendrucks in einer Flüssigkeit, in die die
Einhüllmittel eingetaucht werden, konfiguriert ist;
wobei die Niederdruckmesskomponente zum Empfangen von Daten, welche einen Atmosphärendruck im We-
sentlichen an der Oberfläche der Flüssigkeit repräsentieren, konfiguriert ist;
barometrische Druckmessmittel, die zum Messen des Atmosphärendrucks im Wesentlichen an der Oberfläche
der Flüssigkeit bei Eintauchen der schützenden Einhüllmittel in diese konfiguriert sind;
barometrische Druck und Differenzialdruck-Berechnungsmittel, die zum Empfangen erster und zweiter Daten,
welche jeweils den Behälterbodendruck und den barometrischen Druck im Wesentlichen an der Oberfläche
der Flüssigkeit repräsentieren, konfiguriert sind, sowie zum Anpassen der ersten Daten, um Variationen in den
Messungen des Behälterbodendrucks, welche allein von atmosphärischen Druckveränderungen verursacht
werden, zu eliminieren, um einen an den Atmosphärendruck angepassten Behälterbodendruck zu erhalten;
Umgebungstemperaturmessmittel zum Messen der Umgebungstemperatur nahe dem Vorratsbehälter;
Mittel zur Berechnung eines behälterdynamischen und an den barometrischen Druck angepassten Behälter-
bodendrucks, die zum Empfangen dritter Daten, welche den an den Atmosphärendrucks angepassten Behäl-
terbodendrucks repräsentieren, konfiguriert sind, sowie zum Empfangen vierter Daten, welche Umgebungs-
temperaturmessungen mittels der Umgebungstemperaturmessmittel repräsentieren, und zum Empfangen fünf-
ter Daten, welche Ausdehnungseigenschaften des Vorratsbehälter repräsentieren, und zur Anpassung der
dritten Daten unter Berücksichtigung der vierten und fünften Daten, um Veränderungen in Messungen und
Berechnungen des an den barometrischen Druck angepassten Behälterbodendrucks im Wesentlichen zu eli-
minieren, welche allein durch Veränderungen der Abmessungen des Vorratsbehälters infolge atmosphärischer
Temperaturänderungen verursacht werden, um einen behälterdynamisch angepassten Behälterbodendruck zu
erhalten;
Behälterinhaltsmassenberechnungsmittel zum Berechnen des Masseninhalts des Vorratsbehälters im Wesent-
lichen auf der Grundlage des behälterdynamisch angepassten Behälterbodendrucks und von Benutzereinga-
ben, welche physikalische Eigenschaften des Inhalts des Vorratsbehälter repräsentieren.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, bei der die schützenden Einhüllmittel konfiguriert sind, um zumindest einige Kompo-
nenten der Vorrichtung innerhalb der schützenden Einhüllmittel aufzunehmen, einschließlich der Differenzdrucker-
fassungseinrichtung, jedoch ausschließlich der Niederdruckmesskomponente und der Hochdruckmesskomponen-
te, in einem erheblichen Vakuum.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, weiterhin umfassend Temperaturmanagementmittel für die schützende Ein-
hüllung, welche konfiguriert sind, um die Temperatur der schützenden Einhüllung im Wesentlichen auf einer vom
Benutzer vorgegebenen Temperatur zu halten.
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4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3, bei der die barometrischen Druckmessmittel umfassen

erste barometrische Druckmessmittel, welche zum Messen von Atmosphärendruck im Wesentlichen an der
Oberfläche der Flüssigkeit bei Eintauchen der schützenden Einhüllung in diese sowie zum Kommunizieren
einer solchen Messung an die Niederdruckmesskomponente des Differenzialdrucksensors konfiguriert sind; und
zweite barometrische Druckmessmittel, welche zum Messen von Atmosphärendruck im Wesentlichen an der
Oberfläche der Flüssigkeit bei Eintauchen der schützenden Einhüllung in diese konfiguriert sind;
und wobei die barometrischen Druck und Differenzialdruck-Berechnungsmittel konfiguriert sind zum Empfangen
erster und zweiter Daten, welche jeweils den Behälterbodendruck und den barometrischen Druck, wie er mittels
der ersten barometrischen Druckmessmittel gemessen wird, repräsentieren, sowie zur Berechnung eines dem
Flüssigkeitsinhalt des Vorratsbehälter zuzuordnenden Drucks, zum Empfangen von Daten der zweiten baro-
metrischen Druckmessmittel und, basierend hierauf, zum Anpassen des dem Inhalt des Vorratsbehälters zu-
zuordnenden Drucks, um Veränderungen der Messungen desselben, welche allein durch atmosphärische
Druckveränderungen verursacht werden, im Wesentlichen zu eliminieren, um einen an den Atmosphärendruck
angepassten Behälterbodendruck zu erhalten.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, bei der die schützenden Einhüllmittel konfiguriert sind, um zumindest einige Kompo-
nenten der Vorrichtung aufzunehmen, einschließlich der Differenzdruckerfassungseinrichtung, jedoch
ausschließlich der Niederdruckmesskomponente und der Hochdruckmesskomponente, im Wesentlichen in einem
Vakuum.

6. Verfahren zum Detektieren von Lecks in einem Vorratsbehälter, umfassend die Schritte:

Auswählen einer Vorrichtung nach einem der vorgenannten Ansprüche;
Auswählen von Datenspeichermitteln zum Sammeln einer Vielzahl von Masseninhaltsdaten, welche von den
Behälterinhaltsmassenberechnungsmitteln über eine Vielzahl von Zeitpunkten erzeugt werden;
Auswählen von Verarbeitungsmitteln, welche zum Erzeugen einer durch menschliche Wahrnehmung erkenn-
baren Anzeige von Veränderungen in den Masseninhaltsdaten zwischen der Vielzahl von Zeitpunkten konfigu-
riert sind;
Anordnen der schützenden Einhüllung im Wesentlichen an einer bodenseitigen Innenfläche des Vorratsbehäl-
ters;
Betätigen der Vorrichtung; und
Beobachten von Daten, welche Veränderungen in den Masseninhaltsdaten, die einer Leckage des Vorratsbe-
hälters zuordenbar sind, repräsentieren, um eine solche Leckage zu detektieren.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, weiterhin umfassend die Schritte:

Sichern aller Zufluss- und Abflussöffnungen des Vorratsbehälters vor der Betätigung der Vorrichtung; und
im Wesentlichen ausgewähltes Verarbeiten der Masseninhaltsdaten, die in etwa zwischen Sonnenuntergang
und Sonnenaufgang an einem Installationsort des Systems erzeugt werden.

Revendications

1. Appareil de détection des fuites dans une cuve de stockage de liquide comprenant :

- des moyens formant capteur de pression différentielle ayant un composant de mesure basse pression et un
composant de mesure haute pression ;
- des moyens formant enceinte protectrice pour protéger lesdits moyens formant capteur de pression différen-
tielle de matériaux et de conditions lorsqu’ils sont immergés dans le contenu liquide de ladite cuve de stockage ;
- ledit composant de mesure haute pression étant configuré pour mesurer une pression de fond de cuve à
l’intérieur d’un liquide dans lequel lesdits moyens formant enceinte sont immergés ;
- ledit composant de mesure basse pression étant configuré pour recevoir des données indicatives de la pression
atmosphérique sensiblement à la surface dudit liquide ;
- des moyens de mesure de pression barométrique configurés pour mesurer la pression atmosphérique sen-
siblement à la surface dudit liquide lorsque lesdits moyens formant enceinte protectrice sont immergés dans
celui-ci ;
- des moyens de calcul de pression différentielle et de pression barométrique configurés pour recevoir des
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premières et deuxièmes données reflétant, respectivement, ladite pression de fond de cuve et ladite pression
barométrique sensiblement à ladite surface dudit liquide, et pour régler lesdites premières données de façon
à éliminer sensiblement les variations lors desdites mesures de ladite pression de fond de cuve provoquées
uniquement par des variations de pression atmosphérique pour conduire à une pression de fond de cuve réglée
en pression atmosphérique ;
- des moyens de mesure de température ambiante pour mesurer la température ambiante à proximité de ladite
cuve de stockage ;
- des moyens de calcul de pression de fond de cuve réglée en pression barométrique et en dynamique de cuve
configurés pour recevoir des troisièmes données indicatives de ladite pression de fond de cuve réglée en
pression atmosphérique, pour recevoir des quatrièmes données indicatives de mesures de température am-
biante par lesdits moyens de mesure de température ambiante, pour recevoir des cinquièmes données indica-
tives de caractéristiques d’extension de ladite cuve de stockage, et pour régler lesdites troisièmes données
avec référence auxdites quatrièmes et cinquièmes données de façon à éliminer sensiblement les variations
lors de mesures et de calculs de ladite pression de fond de cuve réglée en pression barométrique, provoquées
uniquement par des changements dimensionnels dans ladite cuve de stockage résultant de variations de tem-
pérature atmosphérique, pour conduire à une pression de fond de cuve réglée en dynamique de cuve ;
- des moyens de calcul de masse de contenu de cuve pour calculer le contenu massique de ladite cuve de
stockage sensiblement sur la base de ladite pression de fond de cuve réglée en dynamique de cuve et de
données d’entrée d’utilisateur reflétant des caractéristiques physiques dudit contenu de ladite cuve de stockage.

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel lesdits moyens formant enceinte protectrice sont configurés pour
maintenir au moins certains composants dudit appareil à l’intérieur de ladite enceinte, y compris ledit capteur de
pression différentielle, mais à l’exception dudit composant de mesure basse pression et dudit composant de mesure
haute pression, dans un vide substantiel.

3. Appareil selon l’une des revendications 1 ou 2, comprenant en outre des moyens de gestion de température d’en-
ceinte protectrice configurés pour maintenir la température de ladite enceinte protectrice sensiblement à une tem-
pérature spécifiée par l’utilisateur.

4. Appareil selon l’une des revendications 1, 2 ou 3, dans lequel les moyens de mesure de pression barométrique
comprennent :

- des premiers moyens de mesure de pression barométrique configurés pour mesurer la pression atmosphérique
sensiblement à la surface dudit liquide lorsque lesdits moyens formant enceinte protectrice sont immergés dans
celui-ci et pour communiquer une telle mesure audit composant de mesure basse pression dudit capteur de
pression différentielle ; et
- des seconds moyens de mesure de pression barométrique configurés pour mesurer la pression atmosphérique
sensiblement à la surface dudit liquide lorsque lesdits moyens formant enceinte protectrice sont immergés dans
celui-ci ; et
- lesdits moyens de calcul de pression différentielle et de pression barométrique étant configurés pour recevoir
des premières et deuxièmes données reflétant, respectivement, ladite pression de fond de cuve et ladite pression
barométrique telles que mesurées par lesdits premiers moyens de mesure de pression barométrique et pour
calculer la pression attribuable au contenu liquide de ladite cuve de stockage, et pour recevoir des données
provenant desdits seconds moyens de mesure de pression barométrique et, sur la base de celles-ci, régler
ladite pression attribuable audit contenu de ladite cuve de stockage pour éliminer sensiblement les variations
lors de mesures de celle-ci provoquées uniquement par des variations de pression atmosphérique pour conduire
à une pression de fond de cuve réglée en pression atmosphérique.

5. Appareil selon la revendication 4, dans lequel lesdits moyens formant enceinte protectrice sont configurés pour
maintenir au moins certains composants dudit appareil dans celle-ci, y compris ledit capteur de pression différentielle,
mais à l’exception dudit composant de mesure basse pression et dudit composant de mesure haute pression,
sensiblement dans un vide.

6. Procédé de détection des fuites dans une cuve de stockage, comprenant les étapes consistant à :

- choisir un appareil tel que défini à l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes ;
- choisir des moyens de stockage de données pour collecter une pluralité de données de contenu massique
telles que générées par lesdits moyens de calcul de masse de contenu de cuve à plusieurs instants ;
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- choisir des moyens de calcul configurés pour générer une indication, perceptible par un humain, des chan-
gements dans lesdites données de contenu massique entre plusieurs instants précités ;
- disposer lesdits moyens formant enceinte protectrice sensiblement à une surface intérieure inférieure de ladite
cuve de stockage ;
- actionner ledit appareil ; et
- observer les données indicatives de changements dans lesdites données de contenu massique attribuables
à des fuites de ladite cuve de stockage pour détecter de telles fuites.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, comprenant en outre les étapes consistant à :

- fermer tous les orifices d’entrée et de sortie de ladite cuve de stockage avant ledit actionnement dudit appareil ;
et
- traiter sensiblement sélectivement lesdites données de contenu massique qui ont été générées approximati-
vement entre le coucher de soleil et le lever du soleil à un site d’installation dudit système.
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